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ABSTRACT- 

Optical encryption has potential is cases where visual information needs to be secured and 

authenticated, and where minor defects in the visible information is tolerable, but where the 

volumes of information are too great for conventional encryption technologies. This seminar starts 

with a quick review of optical encryption that indicates the advantages of optical encryption 

compared with conventional cryptography. Then I introduce a widely cited previously published 

attack (a simulated annealing heuristic algorithm) on a most common encryption method called 

double random phase encoding (DRPE). This heuristic algorithm has been shown to successfully 

find the approximate decryption keys with which to decrypt cipher images with adequate visibility, 

but the keys obtained perform unsatisfactorily to decrypt other subsequent images encrypted with 

the original keys. I have proposed a robust modification to the fitness function of the heuristic that 

strengthens the algorithm for all use cases. I will outline the technique and tests to verify its 

performance and wide applicability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

① Encryption process based on double 

 random phase encoding (DRPE) 
Plaintext M0 Cipher C0 

② Attacker tests an 

approximated 

encryption key (K’). 

③ Decryption process is a reverse operation of encryption 

by using an approximated key K’ (for symmetric 

encryption and decryption share same key ) 

symmetric encryption and decryption share same key  

④ D0 Compared to 

M0 with probability p 

= 0.1 (tolerable). 

Attack success !! 
Decrypted D0 

⑤ For the following images encrypted with the original 

key, thus we expect using key K’ to find subsequent 

encrypted images with probability p ≈ 0.1. But... 

... 

Decrypted D1 ... Decrypted Dn 

For subsequent decrypted images 

D1-Dn, the average probability p’, 

where 0.5 < p <1.0 (intolerable).  ? 
Why the outcome p’ is 

unexpected high? Is the 

approximated K’ good? 

Can we improve it? 

repeat 

Attack 


